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Abstract
This paper introduces a tool chain for
extended physics-based wing mass estimation.
Compared to state-of-the-art tool chains, the
physics-based structural modeling is extended
beyond the wing primary structure. The
structural model also includes the movable
trailing edge devices incl. tracks, spoilers,
engine pylons and the landing gear.
The chain includes the structural analysis
model, models for aerodynamic, fuel, landing
gear and engine loads as well as a sizing
algorithm.
To make the complexity of the model
generation process feasible for preliminary
aircraft design, a knowledge based approach is
chosen. This means, that the analysis models
are created partly automatic, which leads to a
minimum set of required input parameter for the
central model generator.
The DLR aircraft parameterization format
CPACS
(Common
Parametric
Aircraft
Configuration Scheme) is used as central data
model for input and output. Therefore the chain
can be easily included in a wider
multidisciplinary aircraft design environment.
1 Introduction
In preliminary aircraft design, a large number of
design parameters have to be calculated to find
the optimum design. In the majority of studies
on preliminary wing design, models are used
employing physics-based methods for primary
structural wing components while secondary
structures are captured via empirical
correlations.

The physics-based methods for primary
structures are either employing beam theory (as
e.g. in [1-4]) or shell theory (as e.g. in [5-8]).
The wing secondary structures are usually
either computed by the ‘fraction of other
masses’ method or by area weights. The fraction
of other mass method is e.g. used by Howe [9],
who computes the masses of secondary
structures with respect to the MTOW. In
contrast, Kessler [6], Perez [10] and Ardema
[11] are computing secondary masses by
multiplying the primary structure mass with a
constant factor.
The area weights method is e.g. used in the
NASA tool FLOPS [12] where one gross weight
based area weight is used. The computation in
the Airbus in-house tool FAME-ACSS is
primary based on area weights and area loading
[13].
Those approaches can be used to optimize
e.g. the cruise shape. But a more detailed
optimization as e.g. rear spar positions or flap
size is only possible within a limited design
space, as empirical methods are restricted to the
design space of the constituting knowledge
base. Novel structural concepts such as multispar flap layouts or the introduction of
composite materials cannot be analyzed using
statistical methods and require extended higher
level structural modeling. But such models
require a large amount of additional userdefined inputs that can hardly be handled in
early design stages.
Therefore the interdisciplinary WINGmass
tool chain is developed for advanced physical
wing mass estimation. In this tool chain, the
structural modeling is extended beyond the
wing primary structure. The structural model
includes the wing box, the wing fixed trailing
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edge structure including the flap tracks, the
wing movable trailing edge structure (flaps and
ailerons), the spoilers, the engine pylon and the
main landing gear.
To make the complexity of the model
generation
process
manageable
during
preliminary design, a knowledge based
approach is chosen. Therefore the central model
generator requires a minimum amount of input
parameters, which are easy to understand.
First, this paper gives an overview of the
WINGmass tool chain. This is followed by a
description of the structural, the aerodynamic
and the secondary (fuel, engine and landing
gear) loads models and the model generation
process. Next, the structural sizing is explained.
Finally, results are shown on one DLR research
configuration.
2 Tool Chain Overview
The WINGmass tool chain consists of five
different main modules: the central model
generator, the computation modules for the
aerodynamic and secondary (fuel, engine and
landing gear) loads, the structural analysis and
sizing algorithm and a post processing routine
(comp. Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. WINGmass tool chain overview

The WINGmass tool chain uses the xmlbased DLR data model CPACS (Common
Parametric Aircraft Configuration Scheme) as
in- and output format. The CPACS format has
been under development since 2005 and is used
as common language for several disciplinary
aircraft design tools at DLR and beyond. By
using CPACS, it is possible to establish an
overall aircraft design process, which consists of

a wide range of disciplinary tools that are
available at different DLR institutes [14, 15].
The central model generator ELWIS (Finite
Element Wing Structure) reads the CPACS
input and compiles the tool-specific input of all
modules of the chain. The approach of having
one central model generator has several
advantages: on the one hand it saves
implementation and computation time, as e.g.
the wing’s outer shape is needed for all models,
wherefore it has to be computed and
implemented only once. On the other hand, the
central model generator ensures that all models
‘fit’ well together, as all models are derived
from the same master geometry. Last,
interpolation effort can be saved as e.g. the fuel
pressure load is directly computed on the
structural grid wherefore no interpolation
between the fuel grid and the structural grid is
necessary.
The core of the tool chain is the iterative
loop between the two loads models and the
structural analysis and sizing algorithm
S_BOT+ (Sizing Robot+). For the structural
analysis and sizing the commercial software
ANSYS is used. The aerodynamic loads are
computed by the module AVLloads, which is
based on the freeware Vortex-Lattice Code
AVL (Athena Vortex Lattice) [16]. The three
kinds of secondary loads are computed by the
tool ESEL (Finite Element Secondary Loads).
In the first loop, the loads on the
undeformed wing are computed and applied on
the structural model. This model is analyzed and
sized in an iterative loop till the wing mass
converges. The deflections of the wing are fed
back into the loads models and the loads are
recalculated. This is followed by the next
structural analysis and sizing loop. After this
outer loop has converged, the tool chain stops
and the outputs are generated.
The element properties of the structural
model are condensed in the P2 module (Post
Processing). P2 computes the detailed wing
masses according to the CPACS mass
breakdown and writes the output file.
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3 Structural Model
The structural model is created by the ELWIS
model generator. As the generation of the
structural model is already described in detail in
[17, 18], only a short overview is given here.
Within the ELWIS model generator, the
structural model is split into two separate
groups: the ‘basic wing’ model, containing
classical shell-based light weight structures and
‘additional structures’ that can be seen as
extensions of the basic wing model.
The basic model includes all light weight
components, consisting of ribs, spars and skins.
Those structures are the wing box, the flap and
aileron bodies as well as the spoilers. ELWIS
treated all light weight structures likewise, as
the principal structural layout is similar for all
light weight components. Therefore the
movables (flaps, ailerons and spoiler) are
internally defined as second, third ‘wing’ etc.
Between those wings resp. surfaces a
hierarchical dependency exists, wherefore the
children inherit several properties from their
parent. In case of a double slotted flap, the
second flap is the child from the first flap.
The additional structures are components
that extend the light weight structure and are
attached to their parent surface and potentially
one other surface. Examples for additional
structures are engine pylons, landing gears and
the links between the movables and their parent
(flap tracks, joints and drives). From those
components, the load carrying structure is
modeled 3-dimensional. The model includes all
hinges, joints and links so that loads are
transferred correctly between different parts and
wings. Additionally, the deflection of the
landing gear and the movables can be simulated
with respect to actuation loads.
3.1 Basic Model
The ELWIS model generator creates a structured
mesh on skins, ribs and spars using mainly
quadrilateral elements. In the created FE model,
one element is created on each area of the
surface. The element borders of the skins in
chordwise direction are defined by ‘spars’,
while the element borders in spanwise direction

are defined by ‘ribs’. Therefore a rib resp. spar
has to be placed at every position, where an
element border has to be situated. If no real rib
or spar is positioned there, a virtual rib resp.
spar is created automatically by ELWIS.
Reasons for virtual ribs/spars are e.g. wing cut
outs due to flaps, spoilers or ailerons, changing
material or stringer definitions, kinks, merging
ribs or spars or flap track attachments.
a.)

b.)

c.)

Fig. 2. a: Example planform with flaps and ailerons; b:
real and virtual ribs and spars to be placed on the wing;
c: resulting structured mesh

In the CPACS definition, ribs and spars
can start and end at almost every position on the
wing planform. Therefore the ELWIS model
generator has to continue all ribs and spars
virtual to the root/tip reps leading/trailing edge,
also for crossing and merging ribs/spars. Last
additional virtual ribs and spars are inserted to
meet the used defined element size (comp Fig.
2).
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After the structured mesh on the planform
is created, ELWIS computes the 3-dimensional
keypoint positions of the upper and the lower
skin. Next, the element properties are defined.
The skins, ribs and spars are modeled as shell
elements. In case of composite materials,
multilayer shell elements are used. Stringers are
modeled in a smeared representation as
additional skin layer with equivalent material
properties. If a filling structure between the
upper and lower shell is defined (e.g.
honeycomb), volume elements are created. The
spar caps are modeled as beam elements, having
rectangular cross sections
For the application of pressure loads on the
whole wing, also the secondary structures in
front of and behind of the front/rear spar are
modeled. But those elements have a reduced
stiffness, so that they do not contribute to the
stiffness off the wing. The forces are transferred
to the wing box by additional ribs, having no
masses.
3.2 Additional Structures
Additional structures are all structures attached
to one or two of the surfaces of the basic model.
In the following, an overview of the additional

structures is given:
1. Flap Tracks, Hinges and Actuators: Those
structures connect the movables with their
parent (main wing or another flap, in case of
double slotted flaps). The geometry of the
flap tracks is created automatically with
respect to the deflection path of the movable
and the type of the track. Seven different flap
track kinematics can be created by ELWIS.
The most inner flap track is usually placed
into the fuselage. This track is modeled by a
reduced track that allows the same deflection
path, but is clamped instead of attached to the
wing.
2. Engine Pylons: The geometry of the load
carrying structure of the engine pylon is
computed automatically with respect to the
engine position, engine size and the geometry
of the wing. Four different pylon types are
implemented. The engine itself is modeled as
a point mass, attached to the pylon by rigit
links. This point mass is also used to apply
the engine thrust force in the structural
analysis.
3. Landing Gears: The geometry of the landing
gear is created almost automatically by

Fig. 3. Overview of structural components, created by the ELWIS model generator (CFM65 cutaway: [19])
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ELWIS with respect to few parameters,
regarding the type of the landing gear, the
absolute height and the number of wheels.
Six different types of landing gears, each
type with one to eight wheels, can be created.
Fixed Trailing Edge (TE) Support Structure:
At the fixed trailing edge, where a movable is
located, an additional beam based support
structure is automatically created to transfer
aerodynamic loads to the wing box. This
structure replaces the ribs mentioned in
chapter 3.1. It is similar to the structures used
at today’s commercial airliners.
Clamping: For the structural analysis, the
wings have to be clamped at the root. For
low wing configurations, no additional
structural components are necessary. But if a
high wing configuration, a horizontal or a
vertical tail is analyzed, additional beam
elements are created to connect the
attachment joints with the wing structure.
Interconnection Struts: These kinds of struts
connect two neighboring flaps and act as
alternative load path in case of an actuator
failure. The interconnection struts are
modeled as beam elements.
Z-couplings: Z-couplings couple the vertical
movement of two neighboring flaps and are
modeled by beam elements and joints.
Cruise Roller/Midspan Stops: Some aircraft
have those features to couple the vertical
deformation of the wing with the
deformation of the flaps in retracted position.
They are modeled with beam elements and a
special kind of joint that only blocks the zdegree of freedom.

4 Aerodynamic Loads
Within the module AVLloads, the aerodynamic
pressure on the wing is estimated, using the
freeware vortex lattice code AVL [16]. The
AVLloads input, which is created by the ELWIS
model generator, includes one separate AVL
geometry file per load case.

AVLloads runs the AVL computation for
all load cases, interpolates the pressure
distribution on the structural grid and writes the
ANSYS pressure loads file.
4.1 Vortex Lattice Model
The vortex lattice model includes the main wing
as well as the leading and trailing edge devices.
For the modeling of the deflected trailing edge
devices (TEDs), the change in angle of attack as
well as the fowler motion is considered.
Therefore additional vortex elements are created
behind the main wing. The change in angle of
attack is modeled by a rotation of the normal
vector of the vortex elements. For the leading
edge devices (LEDs) only the change in angle
of attack is considered. The fowler motion of
the LEDs is not considered, as this would make
the interpolation on the structural model
(without LEDs) more difficult.
ELWIS ensures that at each border of a
device, an element border is placed. To avoid
numerical issues, the distribution of the
elements at the transition from wing to devices
is made equal on the device and the wing.

Fig. 4. Features of the aerodynamic vortex lattice model

In case of intersecting wings (e.g. T-tail or
winglets) element borders are set exactly to the
same coordinates, to avoid small gaps between
the wings. This works also in case of a raw
CPACS definition. Additionally the chordwise
distribution of the elements is made equivalent.
If the deformation of the wing is available
from a previously performed structural analysis,
5
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the AVL geometry input file is modified prior to
the computation. The deflection of the leading
edge and the change in angle of attack is added
to each position, where the AVL-wing is
defined.
4.2 Validation
AVL is widely be used for the aerodynamic
analysis of transport aircraft wing. But the use
for load estimation of high-lift configurations is
not published. Werner-Spatz [20] and Rajeswari
[21] indicate that vortex lattice codes can
deliver
reliable
results
for
high-lift
configurations.
For the purpose of mass estimation of
wings, the estimated lift distribution and the
split of the lift between the wing and the
movables are the most important aspects.
Additionally, the chordwise center of lift on the
flaps is very important, as it clearly changes the
loads on the flap tracks.
In contrast, the maximum lift coefficient or
the drag are not important for the purpose of
wing mass estimation.
a.)

b.)

Fig. 5. a: CFD pressure distribution on the FNG
validation configuration; b: AVL delta pressure
distribution

For validation, a comparison between AVL
results and results from a high-fidelity CFD
computation is performed. The CFD results are
from an earlier study [22] of the DLR Institute

of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology on the
so called FNG configuration [23].
The validation case is the FNG wing at
zero angle of attack, Ma = 0.2, Re =1.8e7 and
flaps in landing configuration (see Fig 5).
The AVL results of wings with high-lift
devices are very sensitive on the number of
vortex elements. As the maximal number of
vortex elements is very limited in AVL, a new
version is compiled having a higher maximal
number of vortex elements.

Fig. 6. Comparison of spanwise lift distribution of AVL
and CFD computation

For the validation case, the difference in
total lift between the AVL and the CFD result is
4.5%. But for the load estimation in the
WINGmass chain, the lift of the wing is a load
case input. Therefore the results of both
computations are scaled to the same total
amount of lift. In Fig. 6 it can be seen, that the
lift distribution of the wing (upper curves) as
well as the lift on the flaps (lower curves) is
very similar. For this configuration the share of
lift that is produced by the flaps is 17.9% in the
AVL computation. This compares with 17.4%
in the CFD computation, which equals a
difference in total flap load of only 3.0%.
At the part of the wing, where the fuselage
is placed, the lift distribution is clearly different.
This is because the fuselage is not modeled in
AVL. The influence of this is very small on the
mass estimation process.
As mentioned above, the chordwise center
of lift on the flap is very important. The results
show that the center of lift is too far back in the
6
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AVL computation. Therefore a correction is
applied in the algorithm that interpolates the
AVL pressure distribution on the structural grid.
This correction shifts the center of lift on the
flap more to the front, without changing the
total lift or the spanwise lift distribution.
5 Secondary Loads
In this paper, all non-aerodynamic loads are
called ‘secondary loads’. Those loads are the
fuel loads, the engine loads and the landing gear
loads and are computed by the module ESEL.
5.1 Fuel Loads
According to the definition in CPACS, a wing
fuel tank is located between the upper and the
lower skin as well as ribs and spars. In the
CPACS load case definition the fill level of the
fuel tanks, the acceleration and the rotation of
the aircraft is defined for each load case.
a.)

properties and the acceleration, the static
pressure on each element can be calculated.
If the wing deformation from a previous
structural analysis is available, the structural
mesh is modified correspondingly. Therefore
the change of the fuel load due to bending wings
is taken into account.
5.2 Landing Gear Loads
The loads, acting on the landing gear are
directly computed from the load case
description in CPACS. It is assumed that the
load is split equally between all wheels of the
landing gear.
5.3 Engine Loads
The engine thrust is directly derived from the
CPACS definition. In CPACS, the thrust setting
and the engine performance map is given. With
these parameters, the thrust of all engines for
each load case can be computed.
After the thrust is computed, the loads
vector is rotated with respect to the wing
deformation (mainly wing twist).
6 Structural Analysis and Sizing

b.)

The algorithm for the structural analysis and
sizing S_BOT+ is implemented in APDL
(ANSYS Parametric Design Language). The
input settings for the sizing are defined in
CPACS and compiled by the ELWIS model
generator.

Fig. 8. Overview of S_BOT+ sizing routine
Fig. 7. a: Example fuel distribution; b: resulting pressure
load

ESEL first computes the location of the
surface of the fuel. For this computation, the
structural mesh is directly used, wherefore no
additional interpolation is needed. Next, the
distance of the fuel surface to each element is
computed. Using this distance, the fuel

The application flow of the S_BOT+
routine is as follows (comp. Fig. 8): At the
beginning, a routine is called that prepares the
analysis models and initializes several
parameters. Next, the iterative sizing loop is
started. In this loop, all load cases are analyzed,
the sizing performed and the new material
thicknesses are applied to the models. This loop
is repeated, until the mass (resp. material
7
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thickness) is converged. Finally the output
routine generates the output files, including the
final element properties of each element.
The basis of S_BOT+ is the analysis
according to fully stressed design principles for
the computation of the material thicknesses.
Therefore mostly ultimate load cases are
analyzed. Fatigue load cases are captured by
reduced material limits. For shell elements with
isotropic materials (e.g. metal) the von Mises
stress criterion [24] is used. For anisotropic
materials (e.g. CFRP) the user can choose
between the maximum stress criterion [25], the
von Puck criterion [26] and the Tsai-Wu
criterion [25]. For beam elements, always the
maximum stress criterion is used.
Additional to the fully stressed design, a
stability analysis is performed for beam and
shell elements. The smeared stringer layer is
completely sized by stability criterions and not
by fully stressed design criterions.
For beam elements, the buckling criterion
according to Euler [27] is implemented. All
shell elements are analyzed according to the
shell buckling equations described by Bruhn
[28]. The stringer pitch is computed with
respect to the shell buckling criteria [28]. The
wall thickness of the stringer is sized by local
buckling criteria [28]. For the size of the
stringer cross section, the skin-stringer panels
are assumed to behave like an Euler column,
wherefore the Euler equations can be used [27].
For all shell buckling criteria, the tangent
modulus is used so that also the plastic region
can be analyzed.
The orientation of anisotropic materials
and stringer is computed with respect to the
average mean stress direction of all load cases.
For multi-layer materials, one representative
layer has to be defined.
S_BOT+ can also handle (static) failure
load cases as e.g. broken flap drives. For those
load cases, the ‘broken’ elements are deleted.
The load is then carried by the interconnection
strut between two flaps. If the load case is not a
failure load case, the interconnection strut is
deleted, so that no load is carried by the strut.
Usually there is a requirement that the
deformation of the flaps must be similar to the
wing deformation with a small margin for

special load cases [29]. For those load cases, the
spanwise distribution of the gap is analyzed and
the flap is stiffened, if necessary. This is
implemented by using additional safety factors
that take effect on the flap body.
The mass of joints and the flap track
carriages are modeled as mass points. The mass
of those elements is ‘sized’ using statistical
equations. Those equations correlate the load on
the joint or carriage with their mass.
Finally each element is checked, if the
computed thickness is below a user defined
minimum wall thickness. If the thickness is to
low, a minimum wall thickness is applied.
The outputs of S_BOT+ include the wing
deformation of all load cases, the new element
properties, the convergence history and several
element tables (graphical representation of user
defined parameters in ANSYS, such as e.g. skin
thickness).
7 Results
In this chapter exemplary results on the DLR
research configuration D250 are shown. This
configuration is a generic research aircraft, used
in the DLR project VAMP [30]. The D250
represents a 250 seat twin-aisle long range
aircraft. The finite element model of the D250
wing is shown in Fig. 9.
In this study, the masses of the training
edge high lift devices and the wing box are
computed using the WINGmass tool chain. To
capture also the other secondary structures, the
approach is as follows: First the WINGmass tool
chain is run and the structural masses of the
wing box, the flaps and the flap tracks is
derived. Next, those masses are multiplied by an
empirical factor. This factor takes the nonoptimum masses of the components into
account and is derived by comparing the
original WINGmass results with the masses
from real aircraft. Finally the missing masses
(e.g. slats) that are not part of the WINGmass
analysis are computed by the DLR in-house
development PESTsewi (Preliminary Mass
Estimation – Secondary Wing Structures). This
tool computes the masses of all wing secondary
structures based on handbook methods.
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In Fig. 10 the skin thickness distribution on
the wing and the trailing edge flaps is shown,
while the mass breakdown is shown in Fig. 11.
The masses, computed by WINGmass (incl.
non-optimum masses), are shown blue and the
masses from PESTsewi are shown in green.
The mass of skins and stringers is by far
the heaviest component of the wing, followed
by the trailing edge mass. Around halve of the
mass of the trailing edge is computed based on
the new developed physics based WINGmass
tool chain, while the other halve is still captured
via statistical correlations. The share of masses
that is based on statistics is reduced by one
fourth, compared to a conventional wing mass
estimation tool chain.

Fig. 9. DLR D250 configuration

Fig. 10. Skin thickness distribution on D250 configuration

8 Summary
This paper describes the WINGmass tool chain
for the interdisciplinary analysis of the wing
mass during preliminary aircraft design.
Compared with other state-of-the-art tool
chains, the structural modeling is extended
beyond the wing box including several
movables and flap tracks.
The chain is using the DLR data format
CPACS as in- and output format. Therefore it
can be integrated into a wider aircraft design
and optimization environment.
The tool chain includes all disciplines that
are necessary for the wing mass estimation: the
structural analysis and sizing, aerodynamic
loads, fuel loads, landing gear loads and engine
loads. The chain includes a static aeroelastic
loop, wherefore the aerodynamic, fuel and
engine loads are recomputed with respect to the
wing deformation.
The aerodynamic loads model employs the
freeware vortex lattice code AVL. It is shown,
that the quite simple aerodynamic model is well
suited for the load estimation.
The model generation process of such
extended models is complex and usually a large
amount of input parameters are required. To
keep the chain manageable in preliminary
aircraft design, a knowledge based approach is
chosen for the model generator ELWIS.
Therefore a wide range of engineering rules are
implemented in ELWIS to generate complex
parts of the model almost automatically.
Finally, example results of the DLR D250
research configurations are shown. It can be
seen, that in this computation, around halve of
the trailing edge mass is now calculated
physics-based.
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